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=/\=/\=/\= Resume Mission =/\=/\=/\=

CTO_Augustus says:
::sitting in his office waiting for QTor or jaHnor to come to his office::

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
::on the bridge of the QIb, in the Captain's Couch, reading over reports and letting people go off for shore leave::

Host Savek says:
::in CO's Ready Room::

FCO_Ranahi says:
::still relaxing in his quarters on the starbase::

OPS_Mayfair says:
::At the bridge waiting for her chance to go in shore leave::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::On my way to security and watching to spot Mr. Walker::

Host Savek says:
::walks out onto the bridge , looking very tired ::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::On the bridge, checking sensor systems and his old presets::

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
::as the Admiral walks onto the bridge, he stands up at attention:: All: Admiral on deck.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::snaps to attention::

Host Savek says:
XO: Please assemble the staff in the observation lounge and include Mr Walker , if he is still aboard

OPS_Mayfair says:
::stands in attention::

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
Savek: Aye sir.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::enters security office:: CTO: You wanted to see me?

Host Captain_Turner says:
@::Sits waiting for the runabout to dock at space station 113::

CTO_Augustus says:
::stands up and motions for QTor to sit::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::waits for the ACO to pass along the order::

CTO_Augustus says:
CEO: Yes, sir your cousin jaHnor is on board

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
*ALL*: Attention all hands, this is Commander Gleisen. All senior staff, report to the observation lounge at once.

Host Savek says:
::Heads to the Observation Lounge ::

CTO_Augustus says:
::looks at Q`tor::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::waits for the ACO to follow the Adm.::

CTO_Augustus says:
CEO: Will discuss this on the way to the lounge

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
*Walker*: The Admiral has requested your presence at the meeting as well.

CEO_Q`tor says:
CTO: I already know. She stopped by Main Engineering when she came aboard. She has been assigned to Stellar Cartography

OPS_Mayfair says:
::follows the gentlemen to the observation lounge::

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
::heads for the observation lounge with the rest of the bridge crew::

CTO_Augustus says:
::feels much better at hearing that::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::waits to be last in line::

Host Savek says:
::takes a seat at the head of the table there and semi collapses::

Civ_Walker says:
::Sat in Yay Tach, the Klingons refused to serve him so sat looking out the view port... staying out the way::

CTO_Augustus says:
CEO: She went to engineering before reporting in?

Civ_Walker says:
::Sighs:: *XO* Uhm... on my way, Commander.

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
::enters the lounge and takes a seat to the right of Savek::

CEO_Q`tor says:
CTO: She wanted to let me know that she was on board and say hello

CTO_Augustus says:
CEO: I am having dinner tonight with her is that OK?

OPS_Mayfair says:
::takes a seat next to the XO::

Civ_Walker says:
::Gets up and exits Yay Tach, avoiding the Smelly Klingons amd heads along to the TL::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::grins:: CTO: Why would it not be?

Civ_Walker says:
TL: Deck Two.

ACTION The Runabout Scorpion enters Docking bay #7

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
::turns to Mayfair:: OPS: Looks like we might be getting our replacement a lot sooner than I thought.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::takes the last seat away from Adm. Savek.  Gets a good view of all in attendance::

CTO_Augustus says:
CEO: Well you know buddy, I dont want to do anything wrong and all, plus the family honor issue...it is new to me that is all

CEO_Q`tor says:
CTO: You don't have to worry about that. I need a favor from you.

Turbolift says:
Ker-Chunk..... Vrum vrummm vrroooooom vroooooom vrummm vrum..... Ker-Chunk. Beep.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::pulls out his PADD.  Takes notes::

CEO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Have your security people watch for Mr. Walker. I get the feeling he's hiding from me.

OPS_Mayfair says:
::nods at the XO::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Steps to the docking port and steps out::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::types:  "Admiral Savek called a meeting of senior staff.  In attendance were..." ::

FCO_Ranahi says:
::hears the comm and starts to get ready, slightly relaxed::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::enters Observation Lounge and takes a seat::

OPS_Mayfair says:
XO: I just hope I get time to do some shopping before we leave

Civ_Walker says:
::Gets off the TL and heads for the Observation Lounge::

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
::watches as the crew filter in::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::With a tote bag in slung over his shoulder he looks around his surroundings trying to get an idea of where the Qlb might be::

Host Savek says:
::straightens up in the chair, fatigue evident on his face::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
:: continues... "The Admiral looks visibly fatigued.  I didn't think that possible for his unique  physiology." ::

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
Savek: Is everything alright sir? You look beat.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::leans over to CSO:: CSO: Whats this about?

Host Savek says:
XO: Is this everyone ? I was up late talking to various and sundry, to get things straight

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Steps up to a console on the wall:: Computer: Computer display wear abouts of the U.S.S. Qlb.

Civ_Walker says:
::Enters the OL and, in a most disrespectful manor, sits in a chair oposite Q`tor, slouching, keeping one eye on Q`tor::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CEO: ::whispers:: I think we are getting our new CO

Computer says:
Turner: No such ship is docked at this station.

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
::quickly checks the room::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::See's Walker enter:: CIV: YOU!!!

FCO_Ranahi says:
@::exits his quarters and meanders to the transporter room::

Host Savek says:
::looks at the CEO ::

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
Savek: We're still missing Mr Ranahi sir.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::adds Walker to the "in attendance" list::

Host Captain_Turner says:
Self: Hmmmmmmmmm. Thats odd. ::Thinks a moment::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::looks around and decides to keep quiet for now:: CIV: I will deal with you later puqloD

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
*FCO*: Gleisen to Ranahi, where are you?

OPS_Mayfair says:
::looks at all the poeple coming::

FCO_Ranahi says:
@*ACO* I'm on my way, sir.  You may have forgotten that I'm not on board the QIb right now.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CEO: ::whispers:: Revenge is a dish best served cold...let it sit a little longer.

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
*FCO*: Move a little faster lieutenant. We're all waiting for you.

Civ_Walker says:
::Looks up at Q`tor briefly and then mouths with a puzzled look:: Q`Tor: Son?

Host Captain_Turner says:
Self: Oh right! ::Remembers its a Klingon ship::

CTO_Augustus says:
Admiral: How are you today?

FCO_Ranahi says:
*ACO* Seeing as I am on SHORE leave, Commander, I'm coming as quickly as I can.

CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: ::whispers:: Yes this is not the time or place

Host Captain_Turner says:
Computer: Display the wear abouts of the I.K.S Qlb.

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
*FCO*: Consider your shore leave cancelled for now lieutenant, and hurry up. ::mumbles to himself::

Host Savek says:
CTO: I was up the whole night talking and arranging things, including something that may overjoy  your CEO

CTO_Augustus says:
::looks at the Admirrral::

CTO_Augustus says:
Admiral: I suppose nothing exciting for me though or Tactical?

Computer says:
Turner: The IKS Qlb is located in drydock.

Host Savek says:
CTO: I think there will be changes for everyone

CEO_Q`tor says:
::hears the Admirals comment and thinks to self "oh joy"::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Looks at the map the computer displays and heads in the ships direction::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Looks innocent at the Admiral::

FCO_Ranahi says:
@::sighs:: *ACO* Yes, sir

Host Savek says:
CTO: We will get to it in a minute

Host Savek says:
XO: I propose we begin

CSO_Yamamoto says:
ACO: We could beam our illustrious helms man here, sir.

CTO_Augustus says:
Admiral: I don't know what your talking about, the CO I know of, but we have new crewmen from the Klingon Empire anything else I am unaware of

FCO_Ranahi says:
@::speeds up, ever so slightly::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::As he approaches the Qlb suddenly remebers he should meet with Admiral Savek first::

Host Savek says:
::stands::

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
CSO: No, last time that happened...I don't want the Admiral to see him like that if he is again.

Civ_Walker says:
::Slouches down in his chair, one elbow resting on the chair arm, propping up his head, running his other hand through his head, tired, bored::::

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
::turns around to look at the Admiral as he starts::

CTO_Augustus says:
Admiral:: Sir excuse me ::heads to Civ Walker::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::chuckles:: Self:  Too bad I missed it

OPS_Mayfair says:
::takes a long look at the young Mr Walker::

Host Savek says:
All: We have recieved the preliminary report from the Inspector General's Office and I am "pleased" to say that the ship failed miserably, and it was recommended that the ship be scrapped.

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Walks over to one of the maintenance crewmen:: Crewman: Crewman can you take this aboard the Qlb for me?

CEO_Q`tor says:
::growls::

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
::frowns...the IGs were out to get us::

Crewmen_Fitzgerald says:
Turner: Sure thing Captain.

FCO_Ranahi says:
@::enters the transporter room and beams over to the QIb::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CEO: Wait...I am sure there is more.

Civ_Walker says:
::Doesn't even acknowledge what the admiral said, he already knew, he signed part of the report himself::

CTO_Augustus says:
::looks shocked at the Admiral::

Host Captain_Turner says:
Crewman: Thanks. Just put it in Transporter room 1 and I'll pick it up later.

OPS_Mayfair says:
::Thinks about possible new assigments::

CTO_Augustus says:
::walks over by the Admiral, so just in case...::

Host Savek says:
All: However, since, as I pointed out this ship is not owned by Starfleet, we can not scrap her and build a new one, and since she has unique capabilities that Starfleet needs, it must be upgraded and repaired. This means that you will recieve updated components and  other things

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CEO: Make out your shopping list

Civ_Walker says:
::Grunts quietly, glad that he isn't gonna have to refit this monstrosity::

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
::Nods, thinking that if we were going to get all that in the first place, what was the point of an inspection?::

CTO_Augustus says:
::smiles to himself, new Tactical gear::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CEO: Its Christmas in July!!

FCO_Ranahi says:
::ambles towards the Observation Lounge, whistling a little::

Host Savek says:
All: Including newer computer systems and consoles and display units and some compnents that are "cutting edge" as of this date

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Walks up to a wall console again:: Computer: Computer please locate Admiral Savek.

CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: ::whispers:: What is Christmas?

Host Savek says:
I trust , with this in mind, you will think more kindly of most of the IG officers that had been here

OPS_Mayfair says:
::Thinks of all the new work she'll have::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CEO: Er...I'll explain later.

Computer says:
Turner: Admiral Savek is in the Observation Lounge.

CTO_Augustus says:
Self: Not really

CEO_Q`tor says:
Self: Not likely

FCO_Ranahi says:
::enters the Observation Lounge, very relaxed::  So, what did I miss-?  ::sees Savek and stops short, in horror::

Host Savek says:
All: However, there is one of the personnel of the IG Office who I have spoken to the IG Office about, and they agree with me that he needs "Field" experience. He is now assigned to this ship. ::looks at Walker::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::looks over at Ranahi:

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
::glares at Ranahi:: FCO: Take a seat lieutenant.

OPS_Mayfair says:
::looks at Ranahi and tries not to laugh::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
:: adds to the "in attendance list"::

FCO_Ranahi says:
ACO: Yes, sir.  ::shuffles into a seat, his face bright red::

Civ_Walker says:
::doesn't enven notice the Admiral Staring at him, in a day dream::

CTO_Augustus says:
Self: What?::steps forward between QTor and Walker::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::jaw its the table::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::follows the Admirals gaze to Mr. Walker::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Heads off in the direction of the OL::

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
::watching Q`tor, hoping he doesn't do something stupid::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Savek:  Sir, If I may.  Perhaps the good Mr. Walker needs a tour in engineering?  Under the command of Mr. Qtor of course.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Evil grin forms:: CIV: Your all mine now, Mr. Walker

CTO_Augustus says:
CSO: I agree Akira

Civ_Walker says:
::Snaps out of it:: Huh?

Host Savek says:
All: Among other improvements will be Federation standard berthing bunks and bed, I am glad to say, and the Gagh Tanks will  also have fresh medium to cut down on the odors and a new system to cut down on any future odor

CTO_Augustus says:
Self: There goes the neighborhood

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
Self: We're getting beds finally!

OPS_Mayfair says:
::looks with interest at the crew as they find out that Walker will be staying::

CTO_Augustus says:
Admiral: I just got use to the shelf don't change them

Host Savek says:
All; Other improvements will be a new CO and XO's Chair, more lighting, and a new paint job inside and out

CSO_Yamamoto says:
CTO: You can keep yours

CEO_Q`tor says:
::raises hand:: Savek: A question sir?

Host Savek says:
CEO: Chief?

CTO_Augustus says:
::smiles at Akira::

CEO_Q`tor says:
I don't have to have a Fedration bunk installed in my quarters do I?

Civ_Walker says:
::quietly:: All: Huh? What about me? huh?

OPS_Mayfair says:
::gives a "are you nuts" look to the CTO::

Host Savek says:
CEO: You can retain your bunk if you choose ::smiles::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Walks past some station shops still looking for the OL::

CTO_Augustus says:
::notices OPS and smiles back::

CTO_Augustus says:
ALL: That was a joke but I do enjoy mine

CEO_Q`tor says:
Savek: Thank you sir

CEO_Q`tor says:
::looks over at Mr. Walker:: CIV: Do not worry little one, I will take very good care of you ::grins wickedly::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Finally arrives at the OL and enters the room standing at the back in the shadows::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::almost cries laughing::

Civ_Walker says:
CEO: What?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::regathers his composure::

Host Savek says:
All: Finally, as you know, your old CO failed a psych evaluation... Captain Turner, could you step forward , Please ?

Host ACO_Gleisen says:
::spins in his chair, noticing for the first time the new guy that entered::

OPS_Mayfair says:
::looks to the back of the room at the man standing there::

CTO_Augustus says:
::looks at the new Captain in the room::

Civ_Walker says:
::Sits up, still confused and wanting to know what's going on about him::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::looks over to the "new guy"::

CTO_Augustus says:
::appraising ones new Captain was getting to be a habit aboard this ship::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Slowly steps out of the shadows and goes to stand beside Admiral Savek::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::notes on padd: "Change of command." ::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Extends hand to the Admiral:: Savek: Good to see you again sir.

Host Savek says:
All: I would like to introduce you to your new CO.

Host Savek says:
::shakes  Captain Turner's Hand ::

CTO_Augustus says:
::shakes his head and walks over to the CEO::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Shakes the Admirals hand and turns to the crew::

CTO_Augustus says:
CEO: A new CO to break in buddy

FCO_Ranahi says:
::blinks:: CSO: What did I miss?

CEO_Q`tor says:
CTO: Yes, and I was just getting Captain Affleck broken in

CSO_Yamamoto says:
FCO: Oh nothing much...just the change in command and your reassignment to Gagh Husbandry

Host Savek says:
::clears throat loudly ::

CTO_Augustus says:
::shakes his head:: CEO: I know I know

Host Savek says:
CO: The floor is yours

CEO_Q`tor says:
::shuts up and faces the Admiral::

FCO_Ranahi says:
CSO: Oh, so a normal day then...

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::motions for the FCO to be quiet and points to the new CO::

Host Captain_Turner says:
ALL: Its good to return to active duty and I look forward to getting to know you all better.

CTO_Augustus says:
::Comes to attention::

Civ_Walker says:
::Still puzzled and confused::

Host Captain_Turner says:
ALL: However for now as I understand the situation we've got a ship to get in shape.

Host XO_Gleisen says:
::that's got to be the most used phrase on the ship::

TO_Chappell says:
::enters the lounge::

FCO_Ranahi says:
::wonders if this ship will ever be in shape::

CTO_Augustus says:
::looks shocked, what is this guy talking about::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Looks at his TO and motions for him to stay at the hatch::

ACTION  In the background the noise of construction/destruction begins to be heard

TO_Chappell says:
:: looks around a bit, then sees the CTO and stays at the hatch ::

Host Captain_Turner says:
ALL: You all have your orders. If anything is unclear about them see Commander Gleisen or myself. I want the Qlb ready for action in 48 hours. Dismissed.

CTO_Augustus says:
::hits his COMM badge:: Tactical: Whats going on?

Civ_Walker says:
::Leans back in his chair and pushes it a bit away form the table to look behind all the officers infront of him towards the new captain, so he can see savek, and puts a "Can we talk?" look on his face::

Host Captain_Turner says:
ALL: Oh and one more thing.

Host XO_Gleisen says:
::stands slowly, then sits back down::

OPS_Mayfair says:
Self: Humm 48 hours got to get to that shoping fast

FCO_Ranahi says:
::is still sat down, his arms folded::

Tac_Guy says:
CTO: Just started work on the hull of the ship

CEO_Q`tor says:
::sits back down::

Host Captain_Turner says:
ALL: I want status reports from all department heads in 1 hour. NOW you're dismissed.

Host XO_Gleisen says:
::waits a minute for him to add something else, then stands up again::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::stands at attention::

CTO_Augustus says:
::shakes his head and heads to the XO::

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::turns and exits to the bridge::

Host XO_Gleisen says:
::facing the other way, doesn't see Gladius coming up behind him::

Civ_Walker says:
::gets up and heads over the Savek::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: What about shoreleave Commander?

CEO_Q`tor says:
::Stands and bows head slightly to the new CO, and then looks at Mr. Walker::

FCO_Ranahi says:
::leaves, quietly::

OPS_Mayfair says:
::Thinks about her shopping list and hopes she'll have time to get everything::

Host XO_Gleisen says:
::turns:: CTO: For now, I guess, it's been officially cancelled. ::frowns, he was looking forward to at least seeing the a Federation base again, not having been on one since, well, a really long time::

Civ_Walker says:
Savek: Admiral.... Savek..... sir....

CEO_Q`tor says:
::quietly walks over to stand behind Mr Walker::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Commander, why we havent had any in months, we have been in the forefront of things, the ship and crew are both tired

Host Savek says:
::turns tiredly to Walker :: Civ: Yes ?

TO_Chappell says:
:: still stands parade rest by the hatch ::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: By the way, sensor upgrades are finished and completed

Civ_Walker says:
Savek: Uhm.... what was all that about?

OPS_Mayfair says:
::Still seating at the table looking at everyone leave::

FCO_Ranahi says:
:;sits at his station, and starts to get to work::

Host XO_Gleisen says:
CTO: I know that Lieutenant. I'll see what I can do to arrange some before we head out again.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::moves to TL::

CTO_Augustus says:
TO: Stuart can you come here please

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Stands and listens to Mr Walker and the Admiral::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::stands quietly behind Mr. Walker::

Host Savek says:
Civ: I spoke to your Admiral, who had already had reports of your exploits, and he agreed with me that you needed a little field experience, as it were.

TO_Chappell says:
:: nods and walks over to Augustus ::

TO_Chappell says:
CTO: Yes?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
TL: Science Lab

Civ_Walker says:
::Looks half shocked and half laughing:: Savek: Admiral... you gotta be Joking...

CTO_Augustus says:
::reaches behind him pulling out a PADD:: TO: Can you get with Commander Q`Tor and go over these upgrades to the Disruptors

Computer says:
CSO: Unable to comply.  That location is not serviceable at this time

Host Savek says:
Civ: He says that you have a great deal of theoretical experience, but were not seasoned in practical day to day matters

CSO_Yamamoto says:
TL: Nearest location then!!

Host XO_Gleisen says:
::walks over to the new Captain and reaches out his hand:: CO: Welcome aboard sir. I am Commander Anthony Gleisen.

OPS_Mayfair says:
::gets up and leaves the OL::

Civ_Walker says:
Savek: But.... But I don't want to...

Host Savek says:
Civ: He agreed that this might be a wonderful way for you to gain such

TO_Chappell says:
CTO: Yes, sir.

CEO_Q`tor says:
:grins wider and wider as he listens to Walker and the Admiral::

Host Savek says:
Civ: Do you want to leave Starfleet then?

CTO_Augustus says:
TO: Thank you

Turbolift says:
Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh.  ::goes three decks, then stops::

Civ_Walker says:
Savek: Leave Starfleet? I wasn't in it to start with, I got roped into it by my mother..!

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Sir, I have a proposal for changing the protocals to allow phasers to work aboard this vessel do you have time

Host Savek says:
Civ: I have a copy of your indenturement that  places you under the authority of Starfleet

Host XO_Gleisen says:
CTO: Give me 5 minutes. I'm going to try and get the crew at least some shoreleave.

CTO_Augustus says:
TO: Stuart just work with the CEO on it and try and listen to him so you can learn some stuff on disruptor repair as well OK ::smiles at the TO::

Civ_Walker says:
::Panicking a bit:: Savek: Admiral.... is this punishment or soemthing?

Host XO_Gleisen says:
::pokes the new Captain:: CO: Sir?

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Aye sir

Host Savek says:
Civ: We can release you of that , but where you would get a job after when you have run-out  on a obligation, I can not say

CTO_Augustus says:
Admiral: Do you  have a moment sir

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Turns to Commander Gleisen:: XO: Sorry Commander and thank you.

TO_Chappell says:
CTO: Yes, sir.

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Extends hand::

Host Savek says:
CTO In a minute, if you would

OPS_Mayfair says:
::stands outside the OL waiting for Gleisen to come out::

Civ_Walker says:
Savek: This is punishment.... please.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::greatly enjoying Walker's squirming::

Host Savek says:
Civ: No this is a part of training, to make you more useful , both to Starfleet, and to yourself

CTO_Augustus says:
TO: Stuart, that wasn't an order, I need you to learn about in case something happens and Stuart, I still want holodeck time as well

Civ_Walker says:
::Interupting Savek:: Savek: Ok Look, Admiral... if this is about the time I accidently reprogrammed your replicator to only serve Gagh flavoured Ice Cream... I'm sorry, it was an Accident!

Host XO_Gleisen says:
::shakes the Captain's hand:: CO: Sir, I have a request. This crew hasn't had any shore leave for months, this was to be our first. Before we head out, would it be possible to get us any free time at all? The crew is tired, and they need a break.

Host Captain_Turner says:
CIV: I think you've bothered the Admiral enough for today Mr Walker. You have your orders and I want your report with in an hour. Dismissed.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::finally reaches the Sci Lab::

Host Savek says:
Civ: I also have a copy of your jacket outlining other incidents

CTO_Augustus says:
Admiral: Aye

TO_Chappell says:
CTO: Oh, right you are...

CSO_Yamamoto says:
*Security*: Yamamoto to Security

CTO_Augustus says:
TO: Stuart, just not to night I have plans OK?

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Thinks to himself:: XO: Well a tired crew isn't any good to me now is it? I'll see what I can do Commander. Right now though our first priority is getting the Qlb space worthy again.

Civ_Walker says:
::Blankly looks at the Captin as if to say "My Report?" and then looks at Savek Again:: Admiral: A few run-ins wirth starfleet security hardly constitues for this.... So what if I blacked out half of SF Headquarters.... I'm sorry! How many times must I appologise?

Host Savek says:
::turns to the CEO:: Q'Tor, I trust you can teach him a great deal more of practical matters?

Host XO_Gleisen says:
CO: Aye sir, and welcome aboard again. ::turns back to Augustus::

CEO_Q`tor says:
Savek: It would be my...pleasure sir

CSO_Yamamoto says:
*TO*: Yamamoto to Security, please!

CTO_Augustus says:
::hears what the XO and CO were discussing, and smiles::

OPS_Mayfair says:
::Still waiting outside OL::

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Getting annoyed:: CIV: I said dismissed Mr. Walker!

Host XO_Gleisen says:
CTO: Ok, now tell my why do you feel we need upgraded to phasers? It seems to me the disruptors have been working fine the entire time I've been onboard.

Civ_Walker says:
Admiral: But...! But...! But....!

CEO_Q`tor says:
::puts a hand on Walkers shoulder:: CIV: Come now, you have your orders like the rest of us. Lets just make the best of them

TO_Chappell says:
:: taps his commbadge :: *CSO* Chappell here.

Host Savek says:
CEO: Q'Tor, and maybe he can give you some insight on some of the newer theories that have come out since your graduation ::smiles::

CEO_Q`tor says:
Savek: Yes sir

Host Savek says:
Civ: Dismissed

TO_Chappell says:
*CSO* Is anything wrong?

Host Captain_Turner says:
CIV: If you make me say it again you'll be cleaning plasma conduits for a week.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
*TO*: I need a level 5 force field around the science lab and quaranteen procedures implemented.  Seems we have had a containment failure on a specimen case

Host Savek says:
::turns to the CTO:: Yes ?

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: No sir I didnt say that...I said I wanted to add phasers not upgrade to them.  If we come across those graviton type weapons ships we need a fire power from distance

CEO_Q`tor says:
CIV: We will have sooo much fun together ::gently pulls Mr Walker away::

Civ_Walker says:
::Looks shocked at Savek that he won't listen to him::

CTO_Augustus says:
Admiral: I wanted to ask has anything come of the data I sent about the grass molucules?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
*TO*: Your assistance would be greatly appreciated.  This particular specimin has legs.

TO_Chappell says:
*CSO* Right away

Host XO_Gleisen says:
::nods:: CTO: The admiral will have to make the decision...personally I see no need for them. If there's nothing else...?

CEO_Q`tor says:
::pauses and turns to the CO:: CO: By the way sir, I am LTCDR Q'tor, your CEO

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: No sir I am upgrading the Disruptors power packs now and lines

Host Savek says:
CTO: A full analysis is being worked on by Starfleet Science, I think it is driving them slightly crazy ::Chuckles::

Host XO_Gleisen says:
::nods, and heads for the exit::

Host XO_Gleisen says:
::walks out into the corridor, heading for the bridge::

OPS_Mayfair says:
XO: Did you manage to get some shore leave, Sir?

TO_Chappell says:
:: runs for the science lab ::

Civ_Walker says:
::turns arround and storms out of the OL and out into the main part of Deck 2::

CTO_Augustus says:
Admiral: Aye it might at that sir::smiles to himself:: sir about adding additional fire power to the Qlb?  Phasers would be a great advantage

OPS_Mayfair says:
::walks along side The XO::

Host XO_Gleisen says:
::pauses, not having seen Gwen on his way out, then continues when she catches up:: OPS: I think so. Captain said he'd do what he can, but I think we're finally going to get some. It won't be until after the refit though.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::sees Chappell enter:: TO:  I'd rather not kill it if ... ::ducks as the beastie jumps over his head::

TO_Chappell says:
*TAC* This is Chappell, I need a level 5 forcefield around the science lab.

OPS_Mayfair says:
::grumbles:: Self Great

CTO_Augustus says:
::looks over at his new Captain, not Skipper as of yet::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::follows Mr Walker out of the OL:: CIV: Now now, throwing a temper tantrum isn't going to help matters any

CSO_Yamamoto says:
TO: ...but it is carnivorous

Host Savek says:
CTO: I will have to check with the Engineering types and see if they could be added, remember they also need power conduits and such as well

Civ_Walker says:
::Takes a seat on a stair midway up the steps to Deck 1 from Deck 2....:: CEO: Just leave me alone will you?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
*XO*: Science lab to bridge

Tac_Guy says:
*TO*: Aye sir. ::errects the forcefield::

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Sir, Lt jg Gladius Augustus CTO IKS Qlb

CTO_Augustus says:
Admiral: Aye sir understood

Host XO_Gleisen says:
*CSO*: This is Gleisen go ahead.

CEO_Q`tor says:
CIV: Oh no. Come now, lets get you some quarters and settled in.

TO_Chappell says:
:: watches the forcefield come up :: *TAC*: Thank you.

CTO_Augustus says:
::stands in front of the CO::

CEO_Q`tor says:
CIV: I already have a job for you

CSO_Yamamoto says:
*XO*:  Ahhh....We had a slight containment situation in the lab, sir.  Whoa ::ducks again::  Mr. Chappell is assisting us with recontainment.  Will keep you informed

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Lt jg Gladius Augustus, CTO IKS Qlb

Civ_Walker says:
::Narrows Eyes at Q`tor, then picks up his Backpack and stands up:: CEO: Ok... ::Pushes hair back through hands:: ... where am I gonna live?

CTO_Augustus says:
::listens to the XO's COMM::

Host XO_Gleisen says:
::Sighs, maybe there was some truth to what the Inspectors said:: *CSO*: Understood, Gleisen out. ::gets to the bridge and heads over to his lawnchair::

CEO_Q`tor says:
CIV: I'm sure we'll find you something....appropriate

CTO_Augustus says:
*TO*: Stuart you need help?

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: Yes Lt?

TO_Chappell says:
CSO: This is NOT good. :: draws his phaser ::

CTO_Augustus says:
::holding his hand out for the CO to shake::

Civ_Walker says:
CEO: I expect something comfortable.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
TO: ::sigh:: stun?  Please?

Host Captain_Turner says:
::Extends his hand:: CTO: Its a pleasure to meet you Lt..........................

ACTION  The Lawnchair and CO's Chair are gone and workmen are replacing part of the deckplate

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Tactical is up and operating at 95%, crew, and equipment at 98%.

TO_Chappell says:
:: sets his phaser to stun and shoots the creature ::

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Gladius Augustus sir

Host XO_Gleisen says:
Workers: Where's my chair!

OPS_Mayfair says:
::already at her station starts working on the "Captain's Report"::

CEO_Q`tor says:
CIV: I'm sure you do, but this IS a Klingon ship, I'm not sure that it will live up to your standards of comfort

Worker says:
XO: Uhm , your new one should be in , in about 2 hours Cmdr

Civ_Walker says:
CEO: Good.... my mother was an Admiral you know?

CSO_Yamamoto says:
TO:  Thanks.

CSO_Yamamoto says:
Sci Staff:  ::watches the beastie fall to the deck:: Ok people, lets get this place cleaned up.  We got a new CO and I don't want to disappoint him.

CEO_Q`tor says:
CIV: Really? My Father is a council member

Host XO_Gleisen says:
::finds his chair, all folded up in the corner, and goes over to it. They ripped the legs right off:: Worker: I see. Once it gets here, let me know. I'll be in my office. ::hopes they didn't take his chair from in there too::

Civ_Walker says:
CEO: A Very high ranking admiral at Starfleet Command...

CSO_Yamamoto says:
::secures the beastie in the live specimin area::

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: My report will beforth coming, however, we have just done since coming to dock a recent scanning upgrade yet to be tried

CEO_Q`tor says:
CIV: I'm sure she makes you very proud

CSO_Yamamoto says:
*XO*:  We have the situation secured in the lab.  Containment fields can be lowered

Host Captain_Turner says:
CTO: Right Augustus. I'll look forward to it. ::Grins::

Civ_Walker says:
::Steps back down to Deck 2::

Host XO_Gleisen says:
::walking down the corridor towards his office:: Self: They better have left my chair alone in here...::taps the button:: Dear lord! ::not just his chair, but Anthony's whole office is gone, just a hole in the wall greets him::

Civ_Walker says:
CEO: Well?

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Excuse me sir::walks away::

TO_Chappell says:
*TAC*: You can raise the forcefield now. I need to get on with my job, you know.

=/\=/\=/\= Pause Mission =/\=/\=/\=

